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equivalence problems for complete valuated fields, and a description 
of the structure of fields which are complete for a valuation of rank 
one and have a given residue class field. 

In addition, there are two auxiliary appendices, one on the Galois 
theory for infinite extensions, and one on the general theory of linear 
algebras. Each chapter has a separate bibliography which greatly 
facilitates the approach to the extensive literature on the various 
aspects of valuation theory. 

Throughout the book, a great effort is made to present the theory 
with as much generality as is feasible today. Frequently this is ac
complished at the expense of much of the intuitive content of the 
main results. The presentation is extremely concise, unfortunately to 
the degree of sometimes omitting the easier parts of a proof, and oc
casionally of suppressing badly needed explanations of terminology 
and notation. Although these features will cause some difficulty to 
the general reader, they will not detract from the great value of this 
book to the specialist for whom it is apparently designed. I t fully 
accomplishes its main purpose, namely to give a systematic account 
of the present status of valuation theory without dwelling on its 
applications to other fields. Indeed, a very considerable amount of 
recent research, a good deal of which is due to the author himself, is 
here collected in the short space of 250 pages. 

G. HOCHSCHILD 

Pfaff's problem and its generalizations. By J. A. Schouten and W. van 
der Kulk. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1949. 16+542 pp. $12.50. 

As originally conceived, Pfaff's problem was to integrate a single 
equation obtained by equating to zero a linear homogeneous differen
tial expression. Subsequently, the number of equations was increased 
to a finite arbitrary r and the left members made skew-symmetric 
forms of arbitrary degrees. Once the dimension of the integral variety 
sought has been specified, the equations on the differentials are 
equivalent to equations on the first derivatives of the variables with 
respect to the parameters on the variety. The most recent generaliza
tion, first made in the junior author's thesis written under the senior 
author's direction in 1945, replaces the skew-symmetric equations 
defining the derivatives implicitly by parametric equations defining 
them explicitly, subject to certain conditions on the rank of matrices 
in the first and second derivatives. 

This book gives in one of the notations associated with the tensor 
calculus a unified account of the main results in the area just outlined. 
The classical theories of first order linear partial differential systems, 
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reduction of a Pfaffian form or equation to canonical form, and con
tact transformations are natural applications and are worked into the 
treatment at the appropriate places. In the realm of the authors' own 
contributions, there is an extended discussion of the following topics: 
arithmetical invariants, reduction of systems to canonical form, van 
der Kulk's integration theory, Cartan's prolongation, and a compari
son of inferences to be drawn for partial differential systems from the 
existence theorems of Cartan and Riquier. The authors' remarks on 
prolongation will be read with interest but must remain in the domain 
of speculation until Cartan's prolongation process has been made pre
cise. In particular, to the reviewer, the authors' attribution of sym
metry to Cartan's theory at present seems to express a hope rather 
than an actuality. 

This treatise contains a wealth of material gathered together in a 
uniform treatment for the first time, although it is by no means ex
haustive. Numerous exercises are provided together with suggestions 
for their solution. In some quarters, the notation will be regarded as 
forbidding. It is to be regretted that all concerned including societies 
and congresses do not give more attention to the improvement and 
standardization of notation and nomenclature. 

J. M. THOMAS 
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